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BULK L IPO-SCULPT ING

The BTL VANQUISH ME™ is the world’s most advanced system for body shaping and circumferential 
reduction of the abdomen and thighs. It is the only contactless and operator-independent selective Radio-
Frequency technology that targets the largest treatment area in a single session.

The VANQUISH ME™ procedure disrupts fatty cells through the selective heating of adipose tissue. 

The process leads to fatty cell shrinkage and elimination through the body’s lymphatic system.

The fat cells do not regenerate and are gone for 

good. The results are permanent unless you 

experience a dramatic lifestyle change.

VANQUISH ME  CONTACTLESS  RADIO FREQUENCY
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The Vanquish ME technology is based on the elevation of fat temperature. As such, there is no risk of 

paradoxical adipose hyperplasia (where fatty tissue is actually increased not decreased) …a phenomenon 

seen in other therapies that freeze or cool the fat.

Vanquish ME can help you achieve an aesthetic improvement regardless of your lifestyle. This treatment 

gives you a head start to a better looking body without requiring you to alter your dietary habits or exercise, 

but we do encourage you to take care of yourself by eating sensibly and keeping active. 

VANQUISH ME

$290   / 30 min

Buy 4 Sessions 
and receive

12% OFF

$390   / 45 min

For effective results  we 
recommend 4 sessions 

7-10 days apart

3  MO AFTER  4  TREATMENTS

3  MO AFTER  4  TREATMENTS
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RADIO FREQUENCY (RF )  +  ULTRASOUND

Simultaneous combination of radio frequency and ultrasound (RFU) enables the selective targeting of fat and 
skin layers through controlled heating and cooling, and helps address body concerns as well as tighten the 
skin by stimulating collagen production. 

Like with other RF and Laser devices the fat cells are eliminated so the results are permanent. 

Common Areas for Fat Reduction:
Arms, Chin and Neck, Bra Fat, Mens Breast, Abdomen, Thighs
Love Handles, & Buttocks.

RFU may also be used for Skin Tightening &  Rejuvenation 
of the Face, Décolletage, and Hands

RFU LOCAL ISED FAT  REDUCTION

3 MO AFTER  4  TREATMENTS2  MO AFTER  2  TREATMENTS

Buy 4 Sessions 
and receive

12% OFF

RF /RFU
FAT  REDUCTION

$390   / 30 min

$530   / 45 min

For effective results  we recommend 4 sessions 
7-14 days apart
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FAT  DISSOLVING IN JECT IONS

TREATMENT FOR DOUBLE  CHIN

Deoxycholic acid is a naturally occurring molecule in the body that aids in the breakdown and absorption of 

dietary fat. When a synthetic form of this compound is injected into the fat beneath the chin, it destroys fat cells 

resulting in a noticeable reduction in fullness (see below). Once destroyed, these cells can no longer store or 

accumulate fat, so further treatment is not expected once you reach your desired aesthetic goal.

Since everyone’s chin profile is different, the number of treatments required varies from patient to patient. Our 

clinicians will help determine how many treatment sessions you need based on the amount and distribution of 

your double-chin fat, your treatment tolerances and your personal treatment goals.

FAT  DISSOLVING 
IN JECT IONS

$780   / 2ml

For effective results  we recommend 
2-4 sessions 4 weeks apart
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Both RF/RFU (p. 1-4) and Laser Tight-Sculpting (p.9-10)
technologies selectively heat the fat cells causing them to 
break down and be eliminated by the body. 

RF/RFU is more effective on deeper tissue, whereas laser is 
essential for tightening and rejuvenation of the skin to avoid 
sagging and wrinkling following fat loss.

Each person’s experience is different but there is typically 
minimal to no discomfort during the treatments. There may 
be some redness or minor swelling, which resolves after a 
few hours. 

Daily activities can be resumed immediately following the 
treatment. Three to six sessions are required depending on 
the body area. There is no need to repeat the treatment 
once the desired results are achieved as the fat cells are 
gone for good. 

Changes can be seen after 2 - 3 sessions, but the final result 
will not be evident for about 3 months AFTER the last 
treatment.

DID YOU KNOW?

The total number of fat cells is stable throughout 
our lives. These cells simply expand when we put 
on weight, or contract when we lose weight. Once 
an area of fat is destroyed and eliminated, it is 
gone for good.
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LASER  T IGHTENING
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3-D LASER  T IGHTENING

A unique combination of three distinct modes 
of aesthetic laser treatment to help tighten and 
reduce skin folds and laxity. 

COLLAGEN LASER- INDUCTION THERAPY
A controlled and gentle Er:YAG laser therapy applied from 

inside the mouth that causes bulk heating to improve 

collagen resulting in general tissue contraction.

FRAC3 ANTI -AGE ING BOOST
A targeted treatment of specific deeper imperfections in the 

skin, like spots and tiny blood vessels, to rejuvenate the skin 

and restore a youthful texture.

P IANO T IGHTENING
A unique laser mode that concentrates laser energy 

to deeper layers of the skin providing an outstanding 

tightening effect for areas with skin laxity.

3-D LASER
T IGHTENING

$580   / Face, Jawline & Neck

For effective results  we recommend 
2-6 sessions 2-4 weeks apart
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LASER  T IGHT SCULPT ING ™

Tight Sculpting involves laser targeting of the fat 
below the surface and tightening of the skin to prevent 
sagging and wrinkling following weight loss. Tight 
Sculpting combines two procedures in one to eliminate 
unwanted fat and tighten the skin:

STEP  1   P IANO DEEP  T IGHTENING 
Laser energy gently and safely disrupts the fat cells causing them 
to break down, which then are eliminated from the body.

STEP  2   SMOOTH SUPERF IC IAL  T IGHTENING
FACELAB’s revolutionary lasers with Er:YAG SMOOTH® mode 
deliver controlled energy to the skin and stimulates remodelling 
and production of collagen (neocollagenesis).

The unique combination of the two procedures results in an
overall improvement of body shape, firmness of the skin and 
reduced laxity.

T IGHT SCULPT ING

$380   / 30 min session or area

For effective results  we recommend 
2-6 sessions 2-4 weeks apart

Common Treatment Areas:
Arms, Chin and Neck, Bra Fat, Mens Breast, Abdomen, Thighs,
Love Handles and Buttocks.
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BODY SCULPT  ™ S IGNATURE

Body Sculpt is a FACELAB Signature package combining both Radio Frequency (RF) and Laser 
therapies. As the two energy systems are quite different, there is an enhanced synergistic 
effect when alternating RF treatments together with Laser Tight Sculpting.

✓ LARGEST TREATMENT AREA IN THE ONE SESSION

✓ SMOOTH AND EVEN RESULTS

✓ FAT CELLS ARE PERMANENTLY DESTROYED 

✓ SIMULTANEOUS TIGHTENING OF THE SKIN

✓ PREVENTS SAGGING AFTER WEIGHT LOSS

✓ NON-INVASIVE, NO DOWNTIME

BODY SCULPT  S IGNATURE

$1,710
SAVE $300

Includes 3 x 60 min sessions of:

VANQUISH ME BULK FAT REDUCTION
combined with
LASER TIGHT SCULPTING

Sessions are 1-2 weeks apart
Improvements can be felt within weeks, 
but the final result will only be visible 2-3 
months after the final treatment.
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Substitutions in bundled treatments are permited based on need and location availability.
Results and duration of cosmetic procedures varies with lifestyle, sun exposure and activities.

Treatments are subject to suitability and all financial offers are subject to approval.  T&Cs apply.
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